ขอสอบ Grammar
1. I think we can handle the _________.
A. situate
B. situated
C. situation
D. situational
2. Everyone in the office __________ with the way Tom handled the problem.
A. has impressed
B. was impressed
C. been impressed
D. were impressed
3. I got a loan _______ an interest rate of 10%.
A. of
B. for
C. and
D. with
4. Tom becomes nervous ________ he has to speak in public.
A. whenever
B. whatever
C. whynever
D. wherever
5. There are many ways of _______ the dissent.
A. expressly
B. expressed
C. expressing
D. express
6. If there be neither snow _____ rain, then will be dear all sorts of grain.
A. and
B. for
C. or
D. nor
7. He wrote a letter of _______ to the university.
A. accept
B. acceptable
C. accepted
D. acceptance

8. Some banks require a minimum in your account ______avoid a monthly charge.
A. so far
B. in order to
C. in front of
D. as long as
9. Now is a great time to ________ in Latin American Mining.
A. invest
B. investing
C. invests
D. investor
10. _________recent setbacks, most medium to long-term investment company shareholders
remain in profit.
A. Although
B. So that
C. Despite
D. Because of
11. The growth in global trade may have slowed to 3.0% this year - the lowest ______ the 2009
recession.
A. while
B. of
C. for
D. since
12. 545 residential properties ______ in England for £1m or more in September.
A. was selling
B. were sold
C. has sell
D. were sell
13. Mr. Mouret _________ created the hangers in collaboration with wood and wire.
A. she
B. his
C. whom
D. who
14. The central bank has _________ interest rates for two meetings.
A. lowered
B. lower

C. lowers
D. lowering
15. Both of these plans would _______ Social Security's finances.
A. improves
B. improve
C. improving
D. improvement
16. The company needs over a million dollars to set _______ finances to rights.
A. their
B. its
C. it
D. they
17. When we moved we ________ put our furniture in storage for a while.
A. has to
B. have to
C. had to
D. have
18. You can do more than strike ________ the iron is hot; you can make the iron hot by striking.
A. among
B. during
C. between
D. while
19. He is working _____ the prototype of a new type of ventilator.
A. in
B. of
C. on
D. at
20. ________ from established businesses can be formidable.
A. Compete
B. Competent
C. Competition
D. Compete in
21. People _______ default on their mortgage repayments may have their home repossessed.
A. who
B. whom

C. what
D. whose
22. ________ the weather, we have to postpone the meeting.
A. Although
B. Because of
C. In spite of
D. Even if
23. All airports in the country are working _______ today.
A. normality
B. normalize
C. normal
D. normally
24. Bad workmen often blame ______ tools.
A. his
B. her
C. their
D. its
25. You can lead a horse to water, ______ you can't make it drink
A. and
B. but
C. or
D. so
26. He ______ for over an hour and was beginning to feel irritable.
A. have being waiting
B. had being waiting
C. has been waiting
D. had been waiting
27. Fill out the application _______, and keep copies of it.
A. carefully
B. careful
C. care
D. cared
28. A comfortable working environment will increase ________.
A. product
B. productive

C. productivity
D. produce
29. The hospital staff were very apologetic ______ that couldn't really compensate.
A. and
B. neither
C. either
D. but
30. Don’t forget to ___________ your smart phone.
A. take off
B. close up
C. open on
D. turn off
31. A small example of your product that you can give to people is a______________
A. business card
B. ample
C. catalog
D. supplier
32. If you look _________of the exhibition hall, you should be able to find where a booth is.
A. storage
B. map
C. program book
D. reservation
33. In order to find him, they needed to know his exact ______________
A. setting
B. place
C. site
D. location
34. Juan is a very competent manager, but he _____________ with time-keeping.
A. interfered
B. struggled
C. collided
D. mentioned

35. Can you take it to the _____________ ? Perter is in there, cooking dinner.
A. breakfast nook
B. Menu
C. kitchen
D. dinning room
36. All of her friends admired her __________ because she always looked so well-groomed and
perfectly dressed.
A. appearance
B. fashion
C. design
D. expression
37. When I broke my leg I was stuck inside for weeks, and the days just _________ so slowly.
A. took away
B. got lost
C. kept on
D. went by
38. People were terrified of her dog because his fluffy coat made him look enormous, but
he was really just enthusiastic rather than ____________.
A. assertive
B. aggressive
C. sullen
D. surly
39. The most prevalent of the many ___________ the doctors saw in the Africa clinic were
parasitic and respiratory system infections.
A. grievances
B. affections
C. burdens
D. problems
40. Many people are surprised by differences between their mental ____________of their face
and what they see in photographs.
A. image
B. design

C. illustration
D. interpretational
41. Ashley is regarded as quite ________, greeting every challenge with enthusiasm and
excitement.
A. comforting
B. tranquil
C. assertive
D. cheerful
42. The chairperson says “I’d like to know what you think…”
A. She is giving him opinion.
B. She is rephrasing her point.
C. She is acknowledging Tom points.
D. She is asking participants for their views.
43. The participant says “I think there is a problem …..”
A. He is bringing other people into the discussion.
B. He is asking participants for their views.
C. He is giving his opinion
D. He is rephrasing his point.
44. If you want to __________a job, you’d better search for a vacant position in the internet.
A. apply in
B. apply for
C. be applicable
D. application for
45. Which is the synonym of applicant?
A. staff
B. candidate
C. volunteer
D. colleague
46. The applicant has to __the application form and submit to the personnel department.
A. provide of
B. make up

C. fill in
D. write in
47. The company finally decided to _______one of the most outstanding applicant.
A. employ
B. employing
C. employer
D. employer
48. What is most important thing for a good interview?
A. References
B. Preparation
C. Cover letter
D. Earance
49. What will you do ………… holiday?
A. in
B. on
C. at
D. for
50.I’m calling …………………….. the delivery I ordered last week.
A. on
B. for
C. in
D. about
51. Can you take the message …….. me?
A. of
B. on
C.off
D. for
52. What kind of business are you ………….?
A. at
B. in
C. on
D. off

53. Take the third traffic lights and turn ……..the right.
A. on
B. for
C. of
D. off
54. The cost …………… living in Europe is very high.
A. on
B. for
C. about
D. of
55. I’d like to finish ………..thanking you all for your attention.
A. about
B. for
C. by
D. with
56. Please fill …………… the application form.
A. in
B. on
C. at
D. under
57. I’d like a suit room ……………… a bath and a balcony.
A. for
B. into
C. with
D. by
58. I like ………………in the company canteen.
A. to eating
B. eating
C. ate
D. having
59. Certainly, I …………….. him you ………………
A. will tell, called.
B. will telling, called.

C. am telling, will call
D. told, will call.
60. My company provide_________________
A. free medical insurance.
B. medical free insurance.
C. medicine free insure
D. insure free medicine.
61. A: I usually start to work at 08.10 in the morning.
B: _______________
A.So am I.
B. So do I.
C.So did I.
D. Either do I.
62. A: I won’t go out to eat this semester.
B: _______________
A. So won’t I.
B. Neither will I.
C. Either will I.
D. Neither go I.
63. Someone will help you with your luggage.
A. Your luggage will be helped.
B. Your luggage will be help with you.
C. You will be help with your luggage.
D. You will be helped with your luggage.
64. No-one has made my bed.
A. My bed hasn’t made.
B. My bed has no-one made.
C. My bed has not be made.
D. My bed hasn’t been made.
65. How well do you lift weights?
A. No, I can’t lift weights.
B. About six hours a week.

C. Not very well, but I love it.
D. Not very often. I prefer martial arts.
66. How long do you spend at the gym?
A. About 2 hours a week.
B. Pretty good, but I hate it.
C. Not very well, but I love it.
D. Not very often. I prefer jogging.
67. Which sentence is correct?
A. What will you do if you don’t find his number?
B. If you don’t find his number, what do you do?
C. What do you do if you won’t find his number?
D. If you aren’t find his number, what you will do.
68. Which is not correct?
A. Excuse me! where the main office is?
B. How do I get to the main office from here?
C. Could you tell me the way to the main office?
D. Can you tell me how to get to the main office?
69. l __________ computer games until I played this one.
A. has never liked
B. never liked
C. never like
D. had never liked
70. I take pleasure in _________ shopping, as long as it's for books.
A. going
B. go
C. went
D. go to
71. The doctor _________ that I shouldn't carry heavy things ever again.
A. told
B. say
C. said
D. tell

72. I was drinking my orange juice when the rhino ___________ door.
A. had been crashing
B. was crashing
C. crashed
D. will have crashed
73. |________ rugby a lot, but I don't play very often now.
A. were playing
B. was used to play
C. was playing
D. used to play
74.Make this sentence passive: The ambulance picked up a patient who had a heart attack.
A. The ambulance passed a patient.
B. The ambulance picked up a patient passively.
C. A patient who had a heart attack was picked up by the ambulance.
D. A patient who had a heart attack had an ambulance pick him or her up.
75. Mary ______ her family every weekend.
A. visit
B. visits
C. will visit
D. has visited
76. They …………… here for ten years.
A. are working
B. worked
C. have worked
D. had worked
77. Jane ……………. a movie tonight
A. see
B. sees
C. saw
D. will see
78. She has just ……………..her homework.
A. do
B. did

C. done
D. doing
79. Danai ……………….. T.V. with his mother at this moment.
A. watch
B. is watching
C. watches
D. had watch
80.That building ……………………. twenty years ago.
A. builds
B. built
C. is built
D. was built
81. He looks ……..……. and ……………..…..
A. will /happy
B. well/happy
C. good/happy
D. godly/happily
82. I decided to put the table ____the wall of the living room so that it would be out of the way.
A. in front of
B. opposed to
C. against
D. versus
83. If I _________ the lottery. I would buy the Ipad pro 2020.
A. win
B. won
C. will win
D. had won
84. Although I have lived here for many years, I still find New York City_____.
A. interested
B. interesting
C. interest
D. interestingly

85. When Peter reached home, he found that he ______ his wallet.
A. lost
B. has lost
C. had lost
D. was lost
86. We tried very hard but did not succeed in getting the car_____.
A. start
B. started
C. starting
D. to be started
87. Clare and John ..............each other since they were at primary school.
A. have known
B. has known
C. are known
D. were knowing
88. He forgot..................the door when he left.
A. lock
B. locked
C. locking
D. to lock
89. Ms. Karan wanted.................her clients.
A. met
B. meet
C. to meet
D. for meet
90. The new worker promised not...............late again.
A. be
B. to be
C. been
D. being

91. I hope.............the MED program at Oxford university.
A. enter
B. entered
C. to enter
D. entering
92. Stop............your time!
A. waste
B. wasted
C. wasting
D. to waste
93. The new officer has gone to..............the document.
A. look for
B. look out
C. look into
D. look away
94. You don’t need to give me your decision right now....................
A. Turn it over
B. Look it over
C. Think it over
D. Check it over
95. Could you show me how to.........the engine.
A. turn on
B. find out
C. leave of
D. take hold
96. Who will...........the director while he is on vacation?
A. take up
B. take off
C. take over
D. take away

97. Ellis ___ late. she’s stuck in traffic.
A. arrive
B. will arriving
C. will be arrive
D. will be arriving
98. ____ you get home, we’ll be having dinner.
A. By
B. In time
C. On time
D. By the time
99. Tom: How many pens did you buy?
Jane: I don’t know. .............them
A. I count
B. I’ll count
C. I counted
D. I have counted
100. Tom: What time does the English class start tomorrow?
Jane: .....................at eight-twenty.
A. It starts
B. It started
C. It will start
D. It have started
101. Tom: Have you decided what to do about your broken phone?
Jane: Yes......................tomorrow.
A. I have it fix
B. It will be fixed
C. I’ll have it fixed
D. I’m going to have it fixed
102. Tom: Are you free for dinner tomorrow?
Jane: Sorry! .....................badminton with Kale.
A. I’ll play

B. I played
C. I’m playing
D. I have played
103. Tom: What time should we go to the airport?
Jane: The plane..............in an hour. I think we should leave now.
A. lands
B. landing
C. will land
D. is going to land
104. Tom: Have you ever been to German?
Jane: No, but............next month with my dad.
A. I go
B. I’ll go
C. I went
D. I’m going
105. I’m feeling thirsty. I think I.............a glass of water.
A. having
B. will have
C. am having
D. am going to have
106. Write your name..............the top of the page.
A. in
B. on
C. to
D. at
107. The shop center is.................the fourth floor.
A. on
B. to
C. at
D. of

108. Do you like traveling.....................?
A. in car
B. on car
C. by car
D. with car
109. What...............you do if you saw a burglar?
A. do
B. had
C. will
D. would
110. I like that watch. .....................it if it wasn’t so expensive.
A. I’ll buy
B. I would buy
C. I were buying
D I will be bought
111. It ………………… raining for a while, but now it’s raining again.
A. stops
B. stopped
C. has stopped
D. was stopping
112. We ………………… a lot while we were on holiday.
A. swim
B. swam
C. have swum
D. were swimming
113. I ………………… asleep when I heard a noise downstairs.
A. fall
B. felt
C. have felt
D. was falling
114. Edward ………………… away from the crowd when the trouble started.
A. walks
B. walked

C. has walked
D. was walking
115. I ………………… to live in Paris, but now I live in Madrid.
A. am used
B. used
C. usually
D. probably
116. When I was a kid, I ………………… in a small town. Now I live in Prague.
A. used to live
B. used to living
C. got used to live
D. was used to live
117. When John was a small child, he ………………… spend hours every day playing with stones in
the garden.
A. was
B. used
C. need
D. would
118. George looked tired, because he ………………… all day.
A. have been travelling
B. had been travelling
C. have travelled
D. had travelled
119. Cathy was sitting in an armchair resting. She was tired because she ………………… very hard.
A. worked
B. is working
C. was working
D. had been working
120. I think the weather ………………… nice this afternoon.
A. are going to be
B. is going to be
C. shall be
D. are

121. I guess Peter ………………… thirsty after working in the sun.
A. will be feeling
B. has felt
C. is feeling
D. feels
122. When we get married, I ………………… Tom for three years.
A. will know
B. have known
C. will be knowing
D. will have known
123. Julia ………………… English for twenty years when she finishes this course.
A. will learn
B. has learnt
C. will be learning
D. will have been learning
124. He ………………… a lot of time on the Internet recently.
A. has been spending
B. will have spent
C. will be spent
D. have spent
125. I ………………… do that if I ………………… you.
A. didn’t, was
B. didn’t, were
C. wouldn’t, was
D. wouldn’t, were
126. If you ………………… at the map, you wouldn’t have lost.
A. looked
b. had looked
C. are looking
D. will be looking
127. Olive has insisted ………………… paying for the meal for all of us.
A. about
B. for
C. in
D. on

128. The old railway station has now been turned …………… a very small restaurant.
A. into
B. onto
C. off
D. on
129. We can’t ………………… making a decision. We have to decide now.
A. put away
B. put over
C. put off
D. put out
130. There was a fight at the party, but nobody …………………
A. doesn’t hurt
B. won’t hurt
C. were hurt
D. was hurt
131. We ………………… by a loud noise during the night.
A. woke up
B. are woken up
C. were woken up
D. are waking up
132. Ann ………………… and left.
A. says goodbye to me
B. said goodbye to me
C. said me goodbye
D. told me goodbye
133. He ………………… us that he would be here later.
A. reported
B. knew
C. said
D. told
134. It was only ten days ago ………………… she started her new job.
A. before
B. after
C. since
D. that

135. I don’t like stories ………………… have unhappy endings.
A. where
B. which
C. whom
D. who
136. We’re not sure if this painting is an original. It ………………… be worth thousands of dollars.
A. can’t
B. must
C. might
D. could
137. It’s too early to have finished the exam. He ………………… have finished.
A. can’t
B. needn’t
C. should
D. might
138. I’m sorry I made you angry. I wish I ………………… shouted at you.
A. wouldn’t
B. couldn’t
C. hadn’t
D. weren’t
139. I’ve forgot the shoes for work. ………, Andrew had a spare pair of shoes with him.
A. Clearly
B. Frankly
C. Honestly
D. Fortunately
140. I ………………… hope you get the job.
A. syntactically
B. efficiently
C. sincerely
D. strongly
141. ...................do you do? I’m a web developer.
A. Why
B. Who
C. What
D. Where

142. The children …………. when the thief broke into their house.
A. slept
B. was sleeping
C. were sleep
D. were sleeping
143. The coach explained the rules …………. The new team members.
A. at
B. on
C. to
D. for
144. Mr. and Mrs. Watson………………….. to Hong Kong twice.
A. are
B. went
C. has been
D. have been
145. My uncle…………..an operation at the hospital.
A. have got
B. is
C. have to
D. is having
146. You …………..wear that shirt. It makes you look too thin.
A. could be
B. should be
C. will have
D. shouldn’t
147. I haven’t been outside Thailand ……….. many years.
A. for
B. on
C. ago
D. since
148. I …………. these novels next month that is my attention.
A. am return
B. returned
C. am going to
D. will return

149. I'm very happy _____ in India. I really miss being there.
A. to live
B. to have lived
C. to be lived
D. to be living
150. They didn’t reach an agreement _____________ their differences.
A. on account of
B. Due
C. Because
D. Owing
151. I wish I ________ those words. But now it’s too late.
A. Have never said
B. Never said
C. Had never said
D. Didn’t said
152. The woman, who has been missing for 10 days, is believed _________.
A. to be abducted
B. to be abducting
C. to had been abducted
D. to have been abducted
153. She was working on her computer with her baby next to ____________.
A. her
B. hers
C. them
D. herself
154. Last year, when I met her, she told me she ____ a letter everyday for the last two months.
A. wrote
B. was writing
C. Had written
D. Had been writing
155. They ________ in the basement for three months.
A. were made sleep
B. were made to sleep
C. made to sleep
D. have been sleep

156. Where did his sister go?
A. She left yesterday.
B. He likes the beach.
C. She went to school.
D. He got a prize.
157. Are there any trees blocking the street?
A. Yes, I can see three big flowers.
B. No, I don’t have any.
C. He didn’t see it.
D. I didn’t see any.
158. Would you like to join me for dinner?
A. You’re most welcome.
B. No, I didn’t have dinner yet.
C. I’d love too. Thank you.
D. I think it was too late.
159. Did you give ____________ the groceries?
A. he
B. them
C. it
D. she
160. You had better wait until the policeman ____________.
A. come
B. will come
C. comes
D. had come
161. Yesterday, my father went fishing __________ he couldn’t any fish.
A. but
B. so
C. if
D. nor
162. If you want to lose weight you should not eat so __________ fatty food.
A. much
B. more
C. little
D. less

163. I am writing a letter to Betty who __________ next door to me.
A. has lived
B. lives
C. living
D. used to live
164. Strong exports ___________ in driving first-quarter growth, rising 35 percent from a year
earlier.
A. Instrumental
B. played a big role
C. played a hand
D. effectively
165. _________ erupting in May 1980, Mount Saint Helens continued erupting intermittently
throughout the following year.
A. After
B. Such as
C. Since
D. As if
166. Glaucoma, _________ is often called tunnel vision, happens when a buildup of pressure in
the eye gradually shrinks the field of vision.
A. who
B. where
C. why
D. which
167. Once a crocodile has seized an animal, _______ drags the prey beneath the surface of the
water.
A. it
B. it is
C. they
D. there
168. More advances have been made in technology in the last one hundred years _________ in
all the rest of human history.
A. and
B. as

C. than
D. or
169. In 1970, the Canadian scientist George Kell ________ that warm water freezes more quickly
A. proved
B. proving
C. is proved
D. proves
170. The Viking Ship Museum houses _________ ever recovered.
A. three finest funeral ships
B. the finest three funeral ships
C. the three finest funeral ships
D. the funeral three finest ships
171. In the Sonora Desert, the daytime temperatures __________ to 50 degrees Celsius.
A. rise
B. rising
C. rises
D. risen
172. The rebuilding of the Inca capital Cuzco was ___________ in the 1460s.
A. begin
B. beginning
C. begins
D. begun
173. We didn’t speak ________ the meal.
A. and
B. while
C. during
D.for
174. I stayed in Rome __________ five days.
A. and
B. while
C. during
D. for

175.Pam called _______ you were out.
A. and
B. while
C. during
D. for
176. I wanted to call you __________ I didn’t have your number.
A. or
B. so
C. but
D. and
177. I jumped into the river __________ I swam to the other side.
A. or
B. so
C. but
D. and
178. I usually drive to work __________ I took the bus this morning.
A. or
B. so
C. but
D. and
179. Do you want me to come with you __________ should I wait here?
A. or
B. so
C. but
D. and
180. Alan was late __________ the traffic was bad.
A. or
B. so
C. but
D. because
181. All paper is formed into sheet from………………….
A. which cellulose fibers
B. cellulose fibers

C. fibers are cellulose
D. which fibers are cellulose
182. A modem is a device that allows………………..between computer over the telephone.
A. be contact
B. contacting
C. contact
D. to contact
183. Animals get energy from carbohydrates and fats……………………
A. oxidized in the body by them.
B. the body Oxidized them.
C. which they are Oxidized in the body
D. which are Oxidized in the body
184. Until the end of the nineteenth century, paints generally had an oil base,………………….a thin
film when dry.
A. form
B. formed
C. which formed
D. forms
185. Emily Post’s book Etiquette,……………….in 1922, was an immediate success.
A. published
B. publishing
C. being Published
D. that it Published
186. Rose says she's happy at school but she's _____complaining.
A. sometimes
B. always
C. never
D. often
187. Alex ___ late. He’s stuck in traffic.
A. will be arriving
B. will arriving
C. will be arrive
D. will arrive
188. The woman was bitten ___ a snake.
A. for
B. from

C. with
D. by
189. When I got home, the children had already ___ to bed.
A. went
B. gone
C. going
D. be gone
190. James is always lazy. He failed a test last week.
A. If you weren’t so lazy, you would pass that test.
B. If you hadn’t been so lazy, you would pass that test.
C. If you weren’t so lazy, you would have passed that test.
D. If you wouldn’t so lazy, you had passed that test.
191. Which sentence is NOT grammatically correct?
A. I may have left the form at home.
B. He can’t have got lost!
C. Joseph must have forget about the party.
D. Erin can have missed the train.
192. Which sentence CANNOT be used in reply to the sentence below.
“Oh no! I can’t find my camera! I must have left it in the hotel!”
A. “You should have given it to me. I could have helped you carry it.
B. “You can’t have done. We searched the room before we left.”
C. “You might have left it in the car. Have you looked there?”
D. “Yes, you can have left it in the cupboard by the bed.”
193. Which sentence is NOT correct?
A. I’ll finish the work in the morning.
B. Let’s go the cinema in the weekend.
C. We went to Turkey in June.
D. I was born on Christmas.
194. You should ……………..your hands before you touch electrical things.
A. dry
B. drying
C. dried
D. is dried
195. …………… drive so fast. It’s dangerous.
A. Do
B. Should not

C. Should
D. Don’t
196. We ……………. do some exercise every day.
A. should
B. shouldn’t
C must
D. mustn’t
197. Students must …………… uniforms to school.
A. wears
B. wearing
C. wear
D. wore
198. The table ………………. wood. It is a wooden table.
A. makes of
B. making of
C. made of
D. is made of
199. The models …………… used in a TV program last year.
A. is
B. were
C. was
D. are
200. Some of the bottles ……….. a year ago.
A. is recycle
B. are recycled
C. was recycled
D. were recycled
201. These books ………….. in class every day.
A. is use
B. are used
C. were used
D. was used
202. It was many years ago, we ________all around the world. It _____ such a wonderful time.
A. was traveling / was
B. traveled / is

C. have traveled / has been
D. traveled / was
203. Mother: Your room is horribly messy!
Martin: I _______clean it up right now.
A. will
B. would
C. am willing to
D. am going to
204. Paul and I _________in this house since we got married in 1993.
A. lived
B. has lived
C. have lived
D. have been living
205. By the time she got to the airport, the plain __________.
A. had yet departed
B. has not been depart
C. have been departed
D. had already departed
206. Jack bought me a ___________bag, when he visited India last month.
A. cotton nice square Indian style
B. square nice Indian style cotton
C. nice square Indian style cotton
D. nice square cotton Indian style
207. I like to visit my grandparents in Paris but I really hate their ______________ dog.
A. horrible big fierce black
B. black big fierce horrible
C. big horrible fierce black
D. fierce big black horrible
208. If her hair were black, she ________ completely different.
A. will look
B. looks
C. look
D. would look
209. What would you do if it ________ on your wedding day?
A. rains
B. will rain

C. rained
D. would rain
210. If my brother had not taken the car, I __________________ you.
A. would be driven
B. will be driving
C. have had driven
D. would have driven
211. Vehicles parked in front of these gates will ________________
A. be removing
B. remove
C. be removed
D. have been removed
212. Nancy: Why did you arrive so late last night?
Tim: We couldn't drive over the bridge because it __________________
A. has repaired
B. was being repaired
C. was repaired
D. has been repaired
213. This car _________________by Michael in the 2022 race.
A. will drive
B. will be driven
C. is driven
D. has been driven
214. The show last night was fantastic. I was laughing hard, but my husband was laughing even
_______!
A. harder
B. as harder as
C. the hardest
D. harder than
215. After the years of full effort, he now becomes a very _______________businessman.
A. successful
B. successfully
C. success
D. successive

216. My boss was __________ ___________, when I made that mistake.
A. angry terrible
B. terrible angry
C. terribly angry
D. terribly angrily
217. I have made a decision not to buy that house. It is too small and requires a lot of repairs.
_________________, it is a long way from my workplace.
A. In particular
B. Nonetheless
C. Moreover
D. anyhow
218. His car broke down on the way here, ________________, he managed to reach in time.
A. Therefore
B. Moreover
C. By the way
D. In spite of this
219. You'd better wear a safety shoes while you are working. _______________, you could hurt
yourself.
A. Otherwise
B. Despite
C. Nonetheless
D. In addition
220. When the party was over, I realized that you ___________ so much food as most of it was
untouched.
A. must not cook
B. need to cook
C. need not have to cook
D. needn’t have cooked
221. It’s been a long time since we’ve seen her, _____?
A. isn’t it
B. is it
C. haven’t you
D. hasn’t it

222. When learning a language, is it _______________ to just translate all the time? I think we
will learn better by avoid translating.
A. useful
B. used
C. useable
D. useless
223. Would you mind….these plates a wipe before putting them in the cupboard?
A. getting
B. giving
C. doing
D. making
224. I was looking forward…..at the new restaurant, but it was closed.
A. to eating
B. to eat
C. to eaten
D. to have eaten
225………tired Melissa is when she gets home from work, she always makes time to say
goodnight to the children.
A. Whatever
B. However much
C. No matter how
D. Although
226. It was only ten days ago…….he started her new job.
A. then
B. since
C. after
D. that
227. The shop didn’t have the shoes I wanted, but they’ve……..a pair specially for me.
A. bought
B. ordered
C. commanded
D. asked
228. Have you got time to discuss your work now or are you…….to leave?
A. thinking
B. round
C. go

D. about
229. He came to live here…….a month ago.
A. almost
B. quite
C. beyond
D. around
230. Once the plane is in the air, you can……your seat belts if you wish.
A. undress
B. unfasten
C. unlock
D. unite
231. I’d rather you……..to her why we can’t go.
A. would explain
B. explained
C. to explain
D. will explain
232. This new printer is recommended as being…………..reliable.
A. greatly
B. strongly
C. highly
D. readily
233. Bob………………in the badminton tournament yesterday.
A. loose
B. will lose
C. lost
D. loses
234. Please see me……….Tony. We will be late.
A. slowly
B. immediately
C. excitedly
D. finally
235. They spesk English. They are………………..people.
A. speaking English
B. spoken English
C. English-speaking
D. spoke English

236. Thai people hope that the trouble with Thai Moslem in the south……………………..
A. will close
B. will be ended
C. ending
D. is ended
237. He……..down the tree last week.
A. fall
B. felt
C. feel
D. Fell
238. She………in the room for eight hours.
A. is sleeping
B. has slept
C. sleeps
D. so sleep
239. The bus………already arrived.
A. is
B. was
C. has
D. had
240…………………looks very modern at your place
A. Many furnitures
B. Much furniture
C. A few furnitures
D. Some furniture
241………………, he didn’t do as well as expected in the exam. The teachers wondered why.
A. Definitely
B. Surprisingly
C. Interestingly
D. As
242. We are going to the theatre tomorrow…………..it is too late to book tickets.
A. when
B. if
C. unless
D. when

243. I think people nowadays are a lot more technically-minded than they…….be.
A. used to
B. use to
C. woule
D. were
244. You must drive…….because of the storm.
A. carefuly
B. carefully
C. careful
D. none
245. Congratulations on your latest test result. You did much………than you did the previous
time.
A. good
B. better
C. best
D. more
246. Do you know if your company is recruiting any IT technicians? John………to change hi job so
I said I would ask.
A. is liking
B. had liked
C. would like
D. is like
247. I was rather put out when I heard my daughter’s teacher………...her run twenty times
around the playground!
A. made
B. allowed
C. let
D. that
248. You have taken the rubbish out,…….you?
A. haven’t
B. didn’t
C. have
D. had

249. I heard the police ………..dozens of people before they made an arrest.
A. were interviewed
B. had interviewed
C. have been interviewing
D. was interviewing
250. You’ll remember to invite her,………….….you?
A. will
B. won’t
C. wouldn’t
D. can
251. You……….show photo identification at the check-in.
A. shoulden’t
B. don’t have to
C. must
D. must not
252. Please will you pass me………..grapes?
A. little
B. few
C. some
D. any
253. If he………..a second time, he wouldn’t have succeeded
A. wouldn’t have tried
B. wasn’t tried
C. hadn’t tried
D. wouldn’t tired
254. I wish all airlines would………children fly for free.
A. make
B. let
C. allow
D. take
255. Your horse is………..than ours.
A. much bigger
B. so bigger
C. more bigger
D. more big

256. I wish I could go camping with you next weekend, it sounds fun………though I have to work.
A. Basically
B. Unfartunately
C. Hopefully
D. Carefully
257. If only she……what she was doing!
A. Knew
B. know
C. know
D. knowed
258. A : Do you want to go to the cinema tonight?
B : I’m afraid I can’t. I think I……...Julia this evening.
A. ’ll see
B. ’m seeing
C. ‘m going to see
D. can
259. I don’t have …….time today but I’ll do it by the end of the week.
A. long
B. some
C. much
D. many
260. It happened ages ago. I…….in New York at the time.
A. was working
B. worked
C. had worked
D. had working
261. If you have any valuables, you………leave them in the hotel safe.
A. need to
B. don’t have to
C. shouldn’t
D. couldn’t
262. She asked him……..he wanted to go to the race course.
A.unless
B.as soon as

C.whether
D.so
263.We used to meet at the bus stop because we weren’t……to go to town on our own.
A. let
B. made
C. allowed
D. allowe
264. I’m sorry, I……….to get to change that money for you, I was too busy.
A. didn’t manage
B. couldn’t
C. weren’t able
D. don’t manage
265.The delivery service claims that they left the package………34 Charleston Avenue yesterday
A. on
B. in
C.by
D. at
266. According to the report published in today’s Sun, the local government plants to reduce
spending…………one million dollars
A. at
B. by
C. of
D. with
267. If we stand……….this awning, we’ll be protected.
A. beneath
B. beside
C. on
D. over
268. For a more productive ad campaign, we need both a new product………a creative,
imaginative director.
A. and
B. but
C. either
D. or

269. We can stay at the office all night to finish the report,……..we can come in early tomorrow
morning and finish it then.
A. and
B. but
C. either
D. or
270………….there were many applicants, it was hard to find a candidate who was qualified for
the job.
A. Although
B. If
C. Since
D. So
271……..……Mr.Myers enters the boardroom, everyone should stand up and applaud him for his
valiant efforts in the campaign.
A. Before
B. When
C. While
D. Since
272. As was mentioned in our earlier announcement, the plane cannot leave the gate ………..all
passengers are seated and baggage is safely stowed.
A .but
B. because
C. when
D. unless
273. The firm intends to move its plant;………….,it will keep sales, marketing, and distribution
here.
A. consequently
B. furthermore
C. in addition
D. nevertheless
274. Our banking clients want flexibility;………..,we provide ATMs (automated teller machines) for
24-hour use.
A. consequently
B. furtermore
C. however
D. moreover

275. In the future, the company will not let its part-time and temporary
employees…….overtime.
A. work
B. works
C. worked
D. to work
276. I received a text message from Takechi yesterday, and it mentioned that they had the
equipmen……………..yesterday
A.ship
B. shipped
C. shipping
D. was shipped
277. A wise consumer gets his or her phone order…………….in writing before submitting payment.
A. confirm
B. confirms
C. confirmed
D. confirming
278. They will import 750,000 more automaobiles a year if international quotas set by the
ministry………………..lifted.
A. are
B. be
C. is
D. will be
279. If there had been fringe benefits,such as a company car or stock options, I……….applying for
the position.
A. consider
B. considering
C. could consider
D. would have considered
280. The boss will offer Joho a substantial promotion if he…..to be more tactful during business
meetings.
A. learns
B. will learn
C. had learned
D. is arriving.

281. The express train always…………on time, unlike the local, which is always late.
A. arrive
B. arrives
C. arrived
D.is arriving
282. When the shipment………, he will dispatch it to the proper department.
A. comes in
B. came in
C. is coming in
D. will come in
283. She……..five years ago today; therefore, her request for a raise is definitely worth reviewing.
A. promotes
B. promoted
C. was promoted
D. is promted
284. The survey indicated that profits are up by 20 percent the first two quarters of this year;
business……………..
A. good
B. were good
C. is being good
D. has been good
285. By this month next year, the appearance of our reception area and front offices…………greatly
improved.
A. is
B. are
C. will be
D. is being
286. You won’t be considered for the position if you…………your application before the deadline.
A. don’t submit
B. didn’t submit
C. haven’t submitted
D. won’t submit
287. Since the members are unable to meet now, we have…………..the meeting until tomorrow.
A. put on
B. put out

C. put off
D. taken from
288. It is mandatory to………all potential hazards before marketing your product.
A. look away
B. look from
C. look into
D. look out
289. Fortunately, his response……….the board members, and the meeting was finally adjourned.
A. satisfies
B. satisfied
C. satisfaction
D. satisfactory
290. The last………..has made its bid, so let’s choose the one to hire.
A. contract
B. contractor
C. contraction
D. contractive
291. It is risky to………for huge profits without a cash reserve.
A. speculate
B. speculators
C. speculation
D. speculative
292. The client requested that the contract be rewritten because several important clauses had
been……….from the original.
A. admitted
B. committed
C. omitted
D. permitted
293. You can…………for any of the open positions at this company by sending your resume and a
cover letter to the Human Resources office.
A. apply
B. comply
C. supply
D. imply

294. .As soon as you submit the receipts, the company will…….you for all costs related to your
business trip.
A. claim
B. charge
C. cost
D. reimburse
295. I’ve……………him since I was a little girl.
A. met
B. known
C. meet
D. seen
296. He …………us that he would be here later.
A. told
B. said
C. say
D. tell
297. We met when we were …………..an exam.
A. doing
B. making
C. made
D. do
298. It doesn’t ………… if we arrive a bit late.
A. maid
B. matter
C. mature
D. make
299. They………… a lot of money in the lottery.
A. won
B. earned
C. got
D. received

300. Do you see the guy …………… the dark glasses?
A. carry
B. carried
C. wearing
D. wear
301. ……………… me to take an umbrella when I leave.
A. review
B. remember
C. remind
D. reminded
302. What is Jane doing now?
A. She has a book reading.
B. She's a book reading.
C. She reads a book.
D. She's reading a book.
303. What did Helen do yesterday?
She went to the shopping mall, but she __________ any clothes.
A. didn't bought
B. didn't buy
C. doesn't buy
D. no buys
304. I __________ talk on the phone now, because I’m driving.
A. not
B. can't
C. no
D. don't
305. Living in the countryside is __________ than living in the city.
A. healthier
B. healthy
C. healthier
D. health

306. Adam is __________ many sports and is a __________-known athlete.
A. interested in / well
B. interested in / good
C. interesting on / well
D. interesting on / good
307. What are his past experiences?
A. He has been to Japan.
B. He has to Japan been.
C. He has went to Japan.
D. He has to Japan went.
308. They __________ when the phone rang.
A. have slept
B. were slept
C. were sleeping
D. are sleeping
309. What did she do in the clothes shop?
A. She took her jeans off and tried on a new dress.
B. She took out her jeans and tried a new dress in.
C. She took off her jeans and tried a new dress on.
D. She took her jeans out and tried in a new dress.
310. Where do you live?
I live __________ London.
A. on
B. in
C. at
D. into
311. I have a sister. ______name’s Jessica.
A. He
B. She
C. Her
D. His

312. __________ five apples on the table.
A. There are
B. There is
C. Their
D. There
313. What are his hobbies?
A. He tennis playing likes.
B. He tennis likes to play.
C. He likes playing tennis
D. He likes to play tennis.
314. Max wants to sell the car________ he bought last year.
A. it
B. that
C. he
D. who
315. While I________ to the radio, I heard a loud scream.
A. listen
B. has listened
C. have listened
D. was listening
316. He_______ here since he was ten years old.
A. live
B. lived
C. has lived
D. had lived
317. When the policeman__________, the thief had already gone.
A. arrived
B. arriving
C. was arriving
D. has arrived
318. She enjoys__________ very much.
A. dance
B. dances
C. dancing
D. to dance

319. Have you got __________cigarettes? Of course.
A. any
B. a lot
C. some
D. little
320. There are two men in the street. __________of them have a gun in their hands.
A. All
B. Every
C. Both
D. A lot of
321. If I __________ to the party last night, I would have sung and danced with my friends.
A. go
B. went
C. gone
D. had gone
322. When I saw him yesterday, he was __________on a chair.
A. sit
B. sits
C. sat
D. sitting
323. We have been here __________three months.
A. in
B. before
C. since
D. for
324. The post office usually __________ at 5.30 pm.
A. close
B. closes
C. closed
D. closing
325. If you heat water, it__________.
A. boil
B. boils
C. boiled
D. boiling
326. The office is very quiet, all of the employees________ already left.

A. can be
B. must have
C. might be
D. must be
327. Those shirts __________expensive. I don’t need to buy them.
A. is
B. are
C. has
D. have
328. This is not an easy question __________ answer.
A. to
B. for
C. that
D. this
329. This is my best friend________ always helps me.
A. who
B. that
C. which
D. whose
330. Bee is__________ beautiful than Suree.
A. as
B. more
C. most
D. the most
331______ does not circle around the earth was proven by Galileo.
A. Since the rest of the universe
B. As the rest of the universe
C. The rest of the universe
D. That the rest of the universe
332. Thomas Malthus claimed that disease, war, famine, and _____ act as checks on population
growth.
A. moral restraining
B. moral restraint
C. morally restrain
D. by moral restraint

333. ______ in 1607, Jamestown in Virginia was the first settlement in the New World.
A. Founded
B. It was founded
C. Founding
D. To be found
334. Pheasants spend most of their time on the ground,_____ many species perch in trees at
night.
A. as well as
B. in spite of
C. because
D. although
335. ____ few species that live on the ground, most monkeys live in trees.
A. There are
B. A
C. Except for a
D. All but
336. Scientists continue to speculate_____causes sunspots.
A. for what
B. what about
C. about what
D. whatever
337. Nina Helenski, _____ Russian woman to travel in space, participated in two space shuttle
missions to launch communication satellites.
A. was first
B. first
C. of the first
D. the first
338. The smith’s outstanding sales record in Bangkok is the____ of the year of work.
A. result
B. results
C. resulting
D. resulted
339. _____ beaver can make a tree fall wherever it wants to is untrue.
A. Although
B. That a

C. A
D. Because
340. Listen! A siren is…………..
A. splashing
B. wailing
C. crashing
D. barking
341. Sam hopes……an astronaut one day.
A. becoming
B. become
C. to become
D. becomes
342.The man sitting next to me on the plane was very nervous. He…….before.
A. didn’t fly
B. hadn’ t flown
C. hasn’t flown
D. wasn’t flying
343. Where’s the book I gave you? What……….with it?
A. have you been doing
B. are you doing
C. have you done
D. have you been
344. “Paul lost his watch.” “Well, if he had looked after it, he…..it”
A. won’t lose
B. wouldn’t
C. wouldn’t have lost
D. would have lost
345. My father…….to be a teacher, but now he has retired.
A. used
B. got used
C. is used
D. use
346. In recent years there has been a large increase………..the number of people who take to
regular exercise.
A. of
B.in

C.for
D.off
347. By noon, Joe…….for three hours.
A. is going to fish
B. will be fishing
C. will have been fishing
D. has to fish
348. “I haven’t seen Mark for weeks.” “Well, I…….him this afternoon. Why don’t you come
along”?
A. am meeting
B. have met
C. meet
D. burn
349. Try……….with olive oil. It’ll taste better.
A. to cook
B. cooking
C. cook
D. cooked
350. “Where is my bank book?” “If you…….in the drawer, you’ll find it.”
A .had looked
B. looked
C. look
D. looking
351. “This cake tastes very sweet.” “I think I put………sugar in it.”
A. a lot
B. too much
C. too many
D. a little
352. Neil was reading the newspaper when he came………an article about an old friend of his.
A. into
B. across
C. on
D. up with
353. Jenny seems…….very happy these days
A. to be
B. be

C. being
D. been
354. A : I……….to reach Jane on the phone all day.
B : Don’t you know? She’ gone on holiday.
A. tried
B. have been trying
C. have tried
D. trying
355. By the time Eric………at the airport, his flight had already departed.
A. has arrived
B. arried
C. was arriving
D. were arrived
356.She was grateful to all the volunteers……their help
A. for
B. about
C .of
D. in
357. Lisa………the house when her husband came home.
A. paints
B. has painted
C. was painting
D. paint
358……………..you get home, we’ll be having dinner.
A. By
B. In time
C. By the time
D. By time
359. Sorry, Jake,………..late tomorrow, I’m afraid.
A. I’ll be being
B. I’ll have been
C. I’ll be
D. I’ll has been
360. I bet the shop……..of Ice creame by the time we get there.
A. will sold out
B. will have sold out

C. will sell out
D. will sell
361. By November, we’ll………here for five years.
A. live
B. have been living
C. be living
D. lives
362. These days, a lot of ……... live in cities.
A animals
B man
C. person
D people
363. I’ve got ……... free time tomorrow.
A. lots of
B. any
C. a lot
D. a
364. They’re talking ……... the volleyball match.
A. for
B. with
C. from
D. about
365. It started raining ……....
A. last hour
B. ago one hour
C. a hour before
D. an hour ago
366. I ……... drink this tea. It’s too hot.
A. don’t
B. didn’t
C. haven’t
D. can’t
367. All the suitcases are heavy, but this big one is ……....
A. very heavyest
B. the heaviest

C. the heavyer
D. most heavy
368. .......... to this map, I should be near the post office. Is it near?
A. According
B. After
C. Watching
D. Considering
369. No matter how hard I tried to make them understand, they just wouldn't take my word for
............... I said,.............. annoyed me very much.
A. what / which
B. that / which
C. that / that
D. which / that
370 .What a smart suit that you've got on. It ..............cost you a fortune to buy.
A ought to have
B should have
C needn't have
D can't have
371. The work had ............... under extremely difficult conditions.
A been doing
B completed
C to be done
D done
372. They have the poor girl ............... the whole house twice a day.
A. to clean
B. cleans
C. will clean
D. clean
373................ two months at sea, he came back healthier than ever.
A. Spending
B. Being spent
C. Having spent
D. While spending
374. His wife begged him not to drink too much ...............he would be driving them home after
the party.
A. therefore

B. so
C. whether
D. as
375. The enemy plane crashed some distance away from our trenches, its bombs exploding
............... it hit the ground.
A. so that
B. as
C. therefore
D. then
376. It seems to me that they never gave a thought to probable future problems when the
plans ...............five years ago.
A. they laid down
B. were not laid down
C. to be laid down
D. were being laid down
377. As far as I'm concerned, all he's good at ..............making up the most improbable excuses
anyone has ever heard.
A. his
B. presently
C. is
D. he is
378. Have you heard the great news, Ali? The man,...............refused your proposal last year, has
been arrested for embezzlement of government funds.
A. whose daughter
B. whom
C. who have repeatedly
D. that
379. Would you believe it! ...............was no other than our poor old postman who had fallen
into that pond still holding onto his mail bags.
A. Someone
B. It
C. Somebody
D. Who
380. Remains ....... castles form a substantial part of a city's both historical and cultural richness.
A. as
B. like

C. similar
D. also
381. It took us ........long to reach the camping-site ........I regretted not having stayed at home
instead.
A. such / as
B. further / than
C. enough / as
D. so / that
382. I had to spend 5 minutes on the 3rd question and had great difficulty answering it. I think it
was ......... of all.
A. more confusing than
B. as confusing as
C. the most confused
D. the most confusing
383. Let's not go anywhere at the weekend. The weather reports say it is going to be rainy;
........., we have a project to complete then.
A. therefore
B. nonetheless
C. moreover
D. as a result
384. ........the high decrease in inflation, our currency seems to have increased in value.
A. Thanks to
B. Despite
C. As far as
D. What's more
385. Have you heard ........Filiz has recently set up a new business in the city center on online
data transfer?
A. that
B. where
C. when
D. what

386. It is a must that Nicholson ....... a promotion to form stronger relationships with all the
workers.
A. gets
B. is getting
C. has gotten
D. get
387. Ismail said that he ....... us a visit at around 9 tonight.
A. can give
B. will give
C. would give
D. gave
388. Enrica seems very desperate because she is typing .........to complete the monthly sales
report.
A. too slowly
B. much slowly
C. slow enough
D. fast enough
389. I have bought ......... useful reference books .........I don't know which one I will start first.
A. so many / that
B. such a lot / that
C. too many / as
D. so much / than
390. By far the most noticeable blemishes on the surface of the Sun _____ sunspots.
A. that are
B. in the
C. are
D. that
391. An unexpected __________ of game fishing has been the further preservation of wildlife
reserves and the strengthening of the ecology movement.
A. effecting
B. effects
C. effective
D. effect

392. Apple Computer has unveiled its new desktop computer design, _____ all disk drives and
processors into a flat display less than two inches thick
A. which includes
B. which contains
C. which integrates
D. such as
393. He has been reading science articles non-stop ........he can score well on the reading test.
A. now that
B. so that
C. much as
D. in order to
394. He clearly remembers ....... by the window ........the people outside rushing to their office.
A. having stood / watching
B. standing / to watch
C. to stand / having watched
D. to have stood / to watch
395. When his financial advisor revealed some facts on stock exchange market, he hesitated
........... investment, but after a short while he was resolute ....... steps towards investing his
money in it.
A. to make / taking
B. make / taking
C. making / to take
D. to make / to take
396. Our new digital photo-print machine, the manual .......... is lost awaits to be set up properly.
A. of what
B. where
C. of which
D. when
397. Mehdi, two of ..........brothers attend primary school, wishes to be a school principal after
his graduation from university.
A. them
B. whose

C. which
D. where
398. England's greatest playwright Shakespeare, one of ...........most read works is Hamlet, is still
the dominant role in literature.
A. whom
B. which
C. what
D. whose
399. There is a warning ..... the bottom of the form that applicants are requested to hand ....
their forms ..... person.
A. at / in / by
B. below / in / for
C. at / in / in
D. by / at / by
400. My car was being checked at that time; as a result, Hasan…......me.......to work.
A. pick / up
B. turn / on
C. call / at
D. get / off
401. Can you please .......... my web site just before I publish it?
A. take over
B. go through
C. set out
D. look up
402. You ......... because you ...........too fast.
A. are stopping / were driving
B. have been stopped / were driven
C. were stopped / were driving
D. will stop / had been driving
403. My grades ....... so much that I ....... more revision.
A. fell / had needed
B. are falling / have needed

C. will fall / needed
D. have fallen / need
404. Traditionally, this school .......... by donations and the tuitions students pay.
A. has supported
B. was supporting
C. is supported
D. has been supporting
405. When…………………………………..?
A. does Melanie exercise
B. can Melanie exercises
C. Melanie do exercise
D. do she works
406. How ______ to school on Thursdays?
A. does you get
B. do get you
C. does you get up
D. do you get
407. Why ______ on weekends?
A. do your sister swims
B. does your sister swim
C. your sister does swim
D. does you get up
408. Who ______ soccer with?
A. do Kevin play
B. do Kevin plays
C. does Kevin play
D. taking out
409. What company ______ for?
A. do she work
B. does she work
C. do she works
D. you do get up
410. I hope ______ Brad Pitt's new movie.
A. to seeing
B. seeing

C. to see
D. visit
411. Do you prefer ______ baseball or basketball?
A. play
B. playing
C. to playing
D. don't watch
412. I ______ my friends this weekend.
A. visit
B. am visiting
C. 'm visit
D. Does they play
413. You ______ out on Friday.
A. 're not going
B. 're not go
C. aren't go
D. Does they play
414. He ______ soccer on Saturday.
A. no plays
B. not watching
C. don't watch
D. is playing
415. She ______ the apartment this week.
A. isn't cleaning
B. don't watch
C. not cleans
D. doesn't cleaning
416. No ………………… Hannah is happy when you think how many prizes she has won recently.
A. question
B. surprise
C. problem
D. wonder

417. Soldiers have been sent in to try to restore ………………… in the area.
A. organization
B. regulation
C. harmony
D. command
418. This meat is beautifully ………………… - what recipe did you use?
A. tender
B. gentle
C. mild
D. soft
419. The police are ………………… an investigation into the robbery.
A. working out
B. carrying out
C. searching out
D. making out
420. The quality of the young artists painting is beginning to gain …………… throughout the world.
A. knowledge
B. recognition
C. familiarity
D. understanding
421. I wish George and his father would settle their ………………… and start talking to each other
again.
A. troubles
B. problems
C. arguments
D. differences

